Tuf-Lite® Fans

- **EFFICIENT** More air with less power means less operating costs as energy costs continue to escalate.
- **LIGHT** Hollow blades are easy to handle and less costly to ship and install.
- **TOUGH** Fiberglass reinforced plastic construction provides resilient, dependable blades with high fatigue strength.
- **VERSATILE** High chemical resistance — adaptable to wet or dry, corrosive atmospheres.
- **WIDE SIZE RANGE** Fan diameters from 5 feet to 40 feet, with a wide variation in chord widths and blades per fan, to suit your needs for airflow and noise.
- **BALANCED** Blades moment balanced to enable direct interchangeability within size and type — no matching or color coding required. Hubs dynamically balanced in small diameters, statically balanced in large diameters.

- **MANUAL PITCH ADJUSTMENT**
  Simple, positive blade-to-hub attachment.
- **CONTROLLABLE PITCH**
  An industry leader, the Hudson AUTO-VARIABLE® pitch fan provides pitch adjustment to automatically control critical processes and to conserve energy while the fan is in motion.
- **STANDARDIZED**
  For example, all hubs for fans 5 through 14 feet in diameter are the same. By means of tapered bushings, hubs are available off-the-shelf for a range in shaft bores, and for field interchangeability. Hubs adaptable to any new or existing fan shafts.

- **PERFORMANCE**
  Delivered airflow equals predicted airflow. Ask us for our Prediction Program. No surprises!
- **PROVEN DEPENDABLE AND SAFE**
  Fifty years in the field— not susceptible to disastrous mechanical failures associated with heavy metal fans.
- **AVAILABLE QUICK**
  Controlled inventory enables prompt delivery, with emergencies normally handled within 24 hours.
- **COMPETITIVE PRICES**
  Unsurpassed in cost per unit of real performance.
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